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Global Mobile Vision: Europcar Car Hire reclaims cars from GMV
office
Today, Murray’s Europcar, blocked exits to Global Mobile Vision offices at Unit D.
After a short time they removed a number of cars that had been on hire by Global Mobile Vision
management/staff.

When I contacted Murray’s Europcar hire for a quote, a representative confirmed that they did go to the
Global Mobile Vision offices, and also GMV Interactive offices to seize vehicles. The Europcar representative
said they have leased 12 cars to GMV and GMV Interactive.
These vehicles ranged from small family cars to luxury Mercedes and BMW cars.

I asked the representative if they had sought payment from Global Mobile Vision/Global Mobile Vision
Interactive for these vehicles, and they confirmed this. “They
sent us a cheque and and it bounced.”

Europcar gave them one hour in which to collect all keys for the recovered cars, and also as a final chance, to
pay the monies owed. When they collected the keys, no money was paid, so they removed the cars and left.

Global Mobile Vision have been given until 4:30PM today to return all other cars.

The person said that the outstanding bill is “large outstanding bill, 5 figure sum”. Europcar *still* have not
been paid.

The representative said they have not yet decided whether they should take legal action.

In closing the person said “its not fair to us. We have given them a brilliant service”.

The representative wanted to comment that it was important that this information should be put into the public
media, to warn other companies who have dealt with/are dealing with Global Mobile Vision.



This is the second, possibly more, company that has seen it necessary to pursue Global Mobile Vision for
payment of services or removal of services.

Recruitment company, IT Talent, which sourced workers for GMV between September and December 2004,
has begun a High Court action against Global Mobile Vision for unpaid debt.
IT Talent stopped providing recruitment services to Global Mobile Vision in December, “due to concerns
voiced by candidates already working for Global Mobile Vision regarding payment of salaries”, said a
company spokesman.
“This was compounded by the fact we ourselves found it difficult to obtain company information to facilitate
invoicing”.

This I believe is a significant success in finding out what is really happening at this company.

I do hope that all employees will be paid their due payments.
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5 Responses to “Global Mobile Vision: Europcar Car Hire reclaims cars from GMV
office”

1. benny Says: 
June 17th,  2005 at 4:28 pm

I wonder if the security firm have been paid either?

2. Harry Says: 
June 17th,  2005 at 5:22 pm

I wonder if existing employees have been paid?

3. D'prophet Says: 
June 17th,  2005 at 5:53 pm

news just in…a number of current and ex employees cheque’s bounced over the past few days

not looking good at all for GMV

4. Gorden Bennet Says: 
June 17th,  2005 at 8:03 pm

anyone at GMV in need of a lift home tonight

5. benny Says: 
June 18th,  2005 at 8:45 am

I wonder if there’s going to be a company there on monday?
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